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Bob French attended the Anchorage Caucus Public Hearing on
January 11, 2014, and was asked by several law makers to
follow up by outlining his criticism of the First Southwest plan for
public financing of the Knik Arm Bridge that has been taken up
by Gov. Parnell.
This was his e-mailed response:
———- Original message ———From: Bob French
Date: Fri, Jan 17, 2014 at 12:22 AM
Subject: Bob French’s Testimony on the Knik Arm Bridge from
1-11-14 Pre-Session Caucus
To: Sen.Kevin.Meyer, Sen.Anna.Fairclough, Sen.Johnny.Ellis,
Sen.Bill.Wielechowski, Sen.Cathy.Giesse, Sen.Fred.Dyson,
Sen.Hollis.French@akleg.gov, Sen.Lesil.McGuire,
Cc: Rep.Andy.Josephson, Rep.Bob.Lynn, Rep.Charisse.Millett,
Rep.Chris.Tuck, Rep.Dan.Saddler, Rep.Gabrielle.LeDoux,
Rep.Geran.Tarr, Representative.harriet.drummond,
Rep.Lance.Pruitt, Rep.Les.Gara, Rep.Lindsey.Holmes,
Rep.Lora.Reinbold, Rep.Max.Gruenberg, Rep.Mia.Costello,
Rep.Mike.Hawker
Thanks for listening at the Pre-Session Caucus. Please feel free
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to contact me or Jamie Kenworthy if you have any questions or
comments.
With 3 different and conflicting “visions” for KABATA, currently
before the legislature, one thing is evident, there will be new
opportunities to determine the future of the Knik Arm Bridge,
and if it moves forward, to shape the state’s liability for it’s
financing. Those visions are expressed by: HB 23 transferring
the bridge to AHFC, but still a Public Private Partnership (P3);
SB 13 being the original version for the P3; and the latest Public
Financing version that is apparently supported by Gov. Parnell,
based on a plan by First Southwest Corporation (FSC). Since
the FSC version is pretty new, here is some background.
FSC’s recommendations came from a $50,000 contract with the
Department of Revenue. In contrast to the dozens of pages of
financial spreadsheets and hundreds of pages of backup
information that KABATA has available, FSC’s November 11,
2013 report has only 4 pages. We used a PRA to request the
backup spreadsheets, but were told that “No backup
spreadsheets or financial analysis were provided to Revenue,
just this summary.”. A highlighted version of those 4 pages is
attached, with many important comments and questions, but it is
evident that a lot more detail would be needed to provide the
Legislature with an actual financial plan, which will certainly be
necessary for the TIFIA application. So look for that info in the
future.
Some considerations: Traffic forecasts are still critical. Imagine
having as much traffic hitting the A-C Couplet Downtown as the
Glenn Highway currently sees beneath the Eklutna overpass
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only 14 years after bridge opening. That is the scale of the traffic
predictions that FSC accepted for their study.
Obviously, impacts to Downtown will be substantial, and not
mitigated by KABATA. If that amount of traffic does not show up,
then toll revenues are unlikely to be enough to pay back the
bonding.
KABATA has spent a lot on what they are touting as an
“independent review” being done by Cardno/Agnew:Beck that
was supposed to have been completed this fall. That “new”
Socio-economic data will then be turned over to CDM Smith to
produce a revised Traffic & Revenue forecast. So, not only are
the revenue forecasts that FSC used already out of date, the
new forecast will still have been done by the same discredited
firm that has a track record of having less than half of the
forecasted revenues being achieved. The same CDM Smith who
provided the T&R forecasts for at least 4 toll projects “Outside”
that have gone bankrupt, or required major refinancing.
Here is the testimony that I gave:
My name is Bob French and I am speaking for myself. I have
been concerned about the effects of the Knik Arm Bridge on
state finances for many years.
Governor Parnell has apparently decided that giving an
additional $600 million of state guaranteed profits to the bridge
builder was not a great idea. Unfortunately the state financing
plan proposed by the First Southwest Corporation, still has many
of the same fatal flaws of KABATA’s P3 plan.
The 1st SW plan is still relying on toll revenues to pay for all
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operations and maintenance costs as well as paying back a $276
million dollar TIFIA loan. Unfortunately 1st SW just accepted
CDM Smith’s toll revenue forecast that was described as
“unreasonably optimistic” by the legislative audit. KABATA’s
forecasted toll revenues won’t happen if new growth in the MatSu Borough is based on individual well and septic systems, it can
only happen with centralized water and sewer systems.
Another major concern I have, is KABATA pulling a “bait and
switch” on the Legislature. That is, getting the Legislature to
guarantee payments based on “potential” future sources of
funding, and then needing to change to more expensive funding,
with the resulting higher payments still being guaranteed by the
state. That is still the case with public financing of the bridge.
What happens if the Legislature doesn’t shift $300 million
dollars for existing planned transportation projects over to
KABATA? If the legislature can’t decide on those suddenly “unnecessary” projects, where is that $300 million coming from?
What happens if KABATA is turned down by the feds for a 6th
time for the $276 Million dollar low-interest TIFIA loan?
Even if they get the TIFIA loan, CDM Smith has a track record
of less than half of the toll revenues they predict, actually
showing up. What happens when tolls are not enough to pay
back those loans?
Most importantly, does the legislature have veto power, if either
the construction or financing costs turn out to be much higher
than what you are being told right now? Can you stop the project
before it bankrupts the state?
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Many folks here today are asking for additional funding. I’m
asking you to disband and cut all funding to KABATA, and use
the remaining $55 Million to fund needed transportation projects.
End Testimony….
Because of time constraints, I obviously couldn’t provide a long
summary. Click here for a more detailed critique from an e-mail
from financial analyst Jamie Kenworthy to Commissioner Rodell
from last week.
Below is the annotated FSC plan:
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